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Ken Phillips' secret ceremonies
by Janet Bartleson
Staff Reporter
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Ken Phi'l~ns' collection of robes, shown-,n Main
Hall until December 5, has attracted a great deal of attention.
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Forum offers students some
positive outlets for concerns
by Stephanie Roller
Staff Reporter

The first student forum,
sponsored by Campus Life, was
heldonThursdayNov.14, 1991,
to give students the opportunity to voice their opinions on
campus issues that concern them.
The forum is designed to be
an exchange of ideas for discussion by the students attending. There is an understanding
that the ideas and concerns
shared will not be taken personally by faculty and staff or
other students present.
Issues discussed during the
first forum included the Theater Department and the need
for more support, both monetarily and by students, faculty,

and staff. Concerns voiced
centered around the size of the
theater, which has seating for
only lOOpeopleandacapacity
for only 136 people in order to
not break the fire codes.
Another concern raised was
the lack of money to send theater students to a convention in
Pocatello. The cost is $300 per
student and the theater department would like to send five
students to the convention but
will probably only send two
students if the play "Fools" is
chosen to go.
There is also a need for more
supplies for students. Pre-Med
students must share microscopes
because there are not enough
for students to have their own.
Student burnout was also
brought up as a concern. Trying
to balance academics, work. and
a social life create a great deal
of stress for students, especially
as the end of the semesternears.
Suggestions were offered
to help decrease student
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the overwhelming feeling that
some students have when they
realize the number of expectations placed on them.
The idea of subtraction, or
cutting out activities that don't
fit right now in the student's
life, was offered as a means of
reducing the overload.
The progress of the mailroom was discussed. The feeling was that the mailroom is
much faster this year in distributing the mail each day. This is
due in part to seven work-study
students this year versus two
students last year.
Each day, the mail is delivered to the campus by 9 a.m.
and is distributed by the workstudy students to student mailboxes by 11 :00. If a student
receives mail in the afternoon,
it is due to a second delivery at
2 p.m. by the mail carrier that
day and not due to the mailroom being late with distribution.
In addition, if the zip code
80221-1099 is used, the mail
will reach students faster than
if only the first five numbers
are used.
The suggestion was made to

Please see Forum
on P. 13

Ken Phillips of the Campus Ministry office not only
spends his time planning seasonal liturgies and ceremonies,
and directing the chapel music
program; but also, creates extraordinary images through
piecing (sewing) together different types of cloth to tell a
story, share an idea and offer an
artistic way to look at mythological and Biblical stories.
Phillips' exhibit, entitled
"Secret Ceremonies: Robes in
Search of a Ritual" is now on
display in the Regis Gallery in
the basement of Main Hall,
through November 24th. where
Phillips is showing his series of
4to 12foothigbpiecesofwork
fabricated out of satin as well
as other materials, touched with
embroidery, beading, quilting
and applique.
Although his background
has been primarily in ceramics
and printmaking, Phillips has
reached out to create this series
of robes, costumes, banners, and
bed-robes, establishing an expression for the graphic printmaker and potter. Therobes, he
says, have evolved over time
and there is an inner "dialogue

between material, image and
intention [which] is most enjoyable and maddening ..." The
robes and hangings, formed from
contour drawings, are a part of
what Phillips deems as "celebrational arts."
In his work entitled the
"Anthurium Dancer: Birthday
Beast," created in '91, Phillips
has decorated satin reflections
with pearlish and multicolored
cylindric beads and clear sequence, forming an extraordinary image of a man springing
forth from the Earth into the
sky, perhaps into the world of
dreams, where the Earth or
reality gives way to the celebration of freedom and ima_gi!lation !Cfo state~ in bis co~mentary "this masked dancer is
a celebration of a wilder 'fauve'
running rampant at birthday time
in May."
Phillips, who claims not to
know how to sew has mastered
this art of combining separate
illustrations, pieces of different types of material to form a
single coherent image. Although
this is a wall hanging, the lighter
colored areas of material still
take the shape of the other ceremonial robes Phillips has fabricated.

First annual Media Day
enjoys good turnout
by Nick Jackson
Editor-in-chief

On Saturday, November 9,
Regis University had the priviledge of hosting members from
the local media as they participated in the first annual media
day on campus. Included were
members of the editorial staffs
of the Rocky Mountain News
and the Denver Post, as well as
a representative of the radio
station KS-104.
11
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satisfactfon with the number
of people which attended the
conference. "Every communications major should attend," he said
One of the most excit-

ing parts of the Media Day occurred at lunch, when the Sunday editor of the News Cliff
May discussed free press in what
was once the Soviet Union. "He
was well-versed in everything,"
Lowe commented.
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Regis joins nation in observing
Hunger and HoD1elessness Week
tended in October. Eads pointed
out
the fact that frightening
Staff Reporter
hunger
statistics encouraged
Occurring on campus the
them
to
bring Hunger and
week of November 18 through
Homelessness
Week to Regis.
21 is Hunger and Homeless"Elizabeth
and I have alness Week. It is a nation-wide
ways
been
interested
in this issue,
project put on by college camand
the
conference
on Hunger
puses all over the U.S. and Regis
and
Homelessness
provided
us
is participating for the first time
with
outlets
to
get
things
done,"
this year.
The coordinators of Hun- Eads said. "It was inspiring to
ger and Homelessness Week both of us."
The emphasis of this week
are Elizabeth Ward and Sarah
Eads. They have put together a at Regis will be placed on
week of valuable activities empowering the students to
including speakers, a panel participate in volunteer work
discussion, a letter writing and to get involved with their
campaign, and a final banquet community.
When asked why she had
aimed at experiencing world
food through economic levels. put so much effort into this
Eads and Ward became project. Eads responded with
aware of the national Hunger several interesting points. She
and Homelessness Week pointed out that very few people
through a conference both at- arehomelessbychoiceandthat

by Lauren Y och

Photo by Mike St. John

Striking: The above murals are part of a project
sponsored by Urban Peak which attempts to reflect
the fear and the uncertainty of the situation faced by
runaway and homeless youth. The project is cosponsored by the Mayor's Commission on Youth and
Vista volunteers.
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Students tangle with scheduling
complications; registration intricacies
by Del Stark
Asst. Editor

Regis University

the notion of the homeless being
lazy is a myth. She also noted
that she wanted to raise awareness of hunger and homelessness on campus, making the
analogy that we sometimes live
in a bubble and are consequently
sheltered from global issues that
need to be remembered and acted
upon.
Eads also stressed that even
though Hunger and Homelessness Week is for a limited time,
the real issues continue to affect
large numbers of people every
day.
For students that are interested in helping out in the
community during the difficult

sis of the scheduling process
An issue that underlies the
might shed some light on the
pre-registration process is that
problems that are incurred by
athletes are allowed to enroll at
students during pre-registration.
the same time as seniors do.
"The possibilities in planGuyer explained that the athning [a semester schedule] are
letes need to be at practice and
complicated," Father James
games and therefore, have to
Guyer, director of academic
get in the classes that will fit
advising, said. Room sizes,
their schedules. It is not biased
their .availabilities, and a proletting the athletes register early,
fessor's availability are facGuyer said.
tors that cause schedule com-

With fall semester's end
close at hand, students are busy
consulting with their advisors
and planning out their semester's schedules. To no avail,
there are often snags in the
scheduling process that terrify
and bewilder students in thinking that all hope is lost since
they were not able to enroll in
all theircbosen classes. Analv- plications.

"The numbers for pre-registration am np." said RP.miP.

Treat. registration clerk. As of
the first day of freshmen registration, 30 classes had been
filled; a low number Treat stated.
by Dr. Pat Hansen
Treat contended that with preLike beauty, success is in the eye of the beholder. Success
registration numbers at a high
is what you think it is, measurable achievement or state of
level and the number of closed
mind.
classes at a low level, "RegisPersonally, I vote for a dose of both. Who doesn't want to
tration is running smoothly." .
earn $40,000 a year and live a well-rounded life? Many young
Treat said that if a student
professionals are very serious about succeeding in their careers
wants to do a drop\add in their
and about acquiring material possessions. They have money
schedules, it can be done startand power, but some are reporting dissatisfaction, anxiety and
ing Thursday Nov 21 (today)
physical problems. The trouble is that "careerists" want more
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
than money and power--they want fulfillment.
Students can drop\add through
Dr. Douglas LaBier, author of Modern Madness: The
January with no additional fees
Emotional Fallout of Succe~. believes the trouble stems from
added to their accounts.
conflict caused by compromises and trade-offs that must be
Students with medical holds
made in pursuit of a successful career.
on their files must get cleared
Throughout history conflicts have been interwoven with
through the Health Center by
success. It seems that older generations understood why they
Dec 6 to avoid registration
had to make sacrifices and compromises to be a success at
cancellations. Treat said that a
work. Why do we have problems with that concept today?
lot of students have medical
"Probably because of our psychological legacy," LaBier
holds on their files. These stusaid. "In the '60s, there was an outpouring of desire to express
dents are in need of immunizaoneself, to liberate oneself. In doing so, some people lost all
tion or physicals. Regis is
sense of purpose and structure. Being a financial success was
working to comply with state
a bad thing."
laws requiring that all students
"Then, in the '70s, people wanted to be winners, to be
have proof of immunization.
successful. Now people still want to be successful but feel
conflict about how much they have to give up in the process,"
Please see Tangle on
LaBier said.
P. 3
So how are professionals dealing with their frustrations?
The coping process may be one of conspicuous accumulation
of material goods. Others take out their frustrations by adoptMOUNTIAN VIEW
ing a co_nsumeristic ~~proach toward relationships, handling
DENTALP.C.
people like commodities to be used and discarded.
Fulfillment. That's what everyone wants more of. One
sure way to experience it is to know what you want and to go
STEVE RUNNINGS,
for it.
DDS (Regis Alumni)
Let me leave you with the thoughts of W. Somerset
4590 Lowell Blvd.
Mau~ham: "Th_e co~o~ idea that success spoils people by
455-8962
makmg them vam, egotistic, and self-complacent is erroneous·
10%
DISCOUNT
on the contrru:r it m~es them, for the most part, humble:
WITH REGIS I.D.
tolerant, and kind. Failure makes people bitter and cruel."

Career Corner:

Success in the eye of the beholder
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University Spotlight: Teikyo/Loretto Heig~il~ts=======================
Tangle

Teikyo Tigers play with heart
by Del Stark
Assil. Editor

Students of Regis University no longer have to fantasize
about possessing a collegiate
football team. Regis students
can vicariously experience the
ecstasy of football through the
hard work and deteimination
of the Teikyo Tigers.
The Teikyo University
football team wascomprisedof
32 students, all of which had
never played football. Some
people thought that our team
was small and never trained,
said Connie Stees, Teikyo rec-

reation director. Yet, the Tigers managed to make it through
the season without any major
injuries.
Stees remarked that Randy
Blush, volunteer coach for the
Tigers, was an instrumental
factor in the training and coaching of the students. Blush focused on mental and physical
physiques in bis coaching
method. Blush worked with
the students Monday through
Friday in an attempt to train
them in being good football
players 1lS well as good students.
The Tigers faced Arapahoe

(cont. from P.2)

Community College, the University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs and two independent
teams; the Wildcats and Hames.
All six games of the season
ended in defeat for the Tigers.
Stees said even though the
team lost all of their games,
they played with a lot of heart.
Most of the students have expressed their willingness and
enthusiasm in playing again next
year for Teikyo.
Teikyo doesn't have a home
field, so all of the games were
played at sites in Colorado
Springs and Englewood.

Students with medical bolds
can still register without fear of
not being placed in their classes,
though.
Daily monitoring of preregistration is a procedure to
bead scheduling problems off
at the pass; "We bend over oockwards to accommodate students'
needs," said Martin.
If a student finds himself
in the situation in which two
courses are offered at the same
time be can work with Guyer,
bis advisor, and Martin to find
a solution to this dilemma Most
scheduling problems that arise,
Martin said, are self-created by

the students. This is generally
the case of seniors who have
waited to complete their core
requirements and are stuck
competing with freshmen to
enter these classes. Martin
suggested that students fulfill
their core requirements during
their first two years of college.
Students are encouraged
to pre-register so that they can
avoid scheduling conflicts in
January. "Classes might be
closed and most faculty don't
have the patience for seniors
who come in on day one and
say they need in to a class,"
said Guyer.
Students with scheduling
problems should contact Guyer,
Martin, and\orconfer with their
advisors.

1

Teikyo Exec Board organizes for elections Chris Campus
by Del Stark
Asst. Editor
With only 8 primary
members Teikyo University's
Student Executive Board is on
the move, said Connie Stees,
Teikyo administrator.
Since its inception last
March, Teikyo's Executive
Board bas been active in budget
maintenance, organizing a stu. dent newspaper, and forming
new organizations on the campus.

Teikyo's Executive Board
strives to resolve problems
regarding resident life as well
as functioning as an academic
support group for other students.
The main goal that the Executive Board hopes to accomplish
is to organize the student government for the upcoming student elections.
Teikyo'sExecutiveBoard
bas been organizing student trips
to Japan. Current students can
be selected to tr.avel to Japan to

discuss college life with the
families of interested and prospective students.
The Activities Programming Council is currently working on obtaining a karioke
machine for the students. This
foim of entertainment is favorably desired among the students.
Teikyo's Executive Board
is interested in working with
other campuses and would like
to work with Regis in a multitude of ways said Stees.
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A.I.D.S.

{€REER SERVIC~
HINT OF THE WEEK
When putting together your resume:
1) stop by the resource library & look
at example resumes.
2) make sure that there are no misspellings.
3) make sure it has a neat appearance.
4) make sure it will draw the employer's
attention without being too conspicuous.

"A.I.D.S." stands for acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
A.I.D.S. is caused by a virus known as human immunodeficiency
virus or H.I.V. the virus lives in the blood stream of
the infected person and eventually attacks his/her immune
system. A weakened immune system makes it more difficult for your
body to fight otherwise harmless infections. Once a series of infections take advantage of the immune system's inability to fight back
you are diagnosed with AIDS. It is these opportunistic infections, not
the HIV virus that can kill you.
Currently, there is no known cure for AIDS.
However, you can protect yourself from the risk of HIV infection by
following one simple guideline:
avoid the direct sharing of bodily fluids,
(particularly blood and semen)

After putting together your first draft:
1) make an appointment with a Career Services
counselor.
2) have them look over your resume'.
3) get some helpful suggestions from the
counselor.

SENIORS, remember:
stop by Career Services in January to

"Miss Blan·ey, send in some resumes
and a dart."

The three predominant ways AIDS is spread are:
1) having unprotected sex with an infected person
2) sharing contaminated needles for drug use
3) babies born with the virus from infected mothers

AND REMEMBER:
YOU CAN'T GET AIDS BY CASUAL CONTACT
For more information contact:
Luz Marie in the Life Directions Center
x4101

CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT GROUP
for students recovering from
Anorexia/Bulimia

Call Jerene Anderson-Personal Counseling
458-3507 for information.
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Yugoslav conflict
isolates student from
family and friends

by Chuck McCluskey
Staff Reporter
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NOVEMBER 21
THURSDAY THRILLS

Mirko Palic is a bright,
energetic freshman at Regis. A
winner of a chemistry scholarship this summer, be bas been
given a full-ride to study here.
Already firmly set on bis
career plans, be is a chemistry
major with an emphasis in premedicine, and after bis four years
at Regis, be plans to study
medicine further in Colorado.
People are most likely to find
him during bis free time either
on the tennis courts practicing
with the team or conducting
experiments in the Science
Department.
But, one place that be is
very far away from is the danger that bis family faces in
Croatia, Yugoslavia.
Recently, there bas been a
war between two of the six
republics of Yu,goslavia: Croatia
and Serbia. Past political and
economic tensions have finally
erupted into violent hostilities.
According to Palic, the war
, started as aresultoftheexploitation of the Croatian people by
tlle :Serbian government, particularly in being forced to pay
high taxes. A pre-war proposal

by the Croatians to fonn a loose bitter war.
Conf~eration among all of the
When asked about his feelsix republics was rejected by ings on the war, Palic said "War
Serbia.
should be avoided at any cost
Hence, the only way for because nothing is more imCroatia, as well as the other portant than life!"
four republics, to avoid SerAmong the millions of
bia' s economic control over civilians concerned for their
them was to succeed from Ser- well-being are Mirko Palic's
bia, which they all did.
family in the little town of
Unfortunately, out of the Cagreb. He says that, "Every4.5 million civilians that make day there are heavy air raids
up Croatia, 600,000 of those through which my family has
are Serbians. Obviously, these to go and bide from for safety."
Serbians are not inclined to pack
At least, those were the
up their things and leave; and conditions when Palic was last
furtbennore, as Palic stated, able to communicate with bis
"These people believe in war family . Now, phone lines are
as a means to solving prob- down, and mail service in inoplems."
erable. "I'm deeply saddened
As a result, Serbian guer- for my family," be said.
rillas and Croatian militia men
"Croatia will never be the
initially engaged in terrorist acts same," Palic said regretfully.
on one another. Now the Ser- "Even if the war ends tomorbian army, which is the ex- row, the cost of rebuilding it
Yugoslavian anny, are conquer- would be enormous, and ethnic
ing Croatian towns and villages tensions will always be high
with heavy ammunition.
between Croatia and Serbia."
Reportedly, there have been
And perhaps even more
a total of a half a million refu- discouraging is the empty feelgees from both republics, most ing that Palic might not have a
of which are women, childl;en, home in Croatia anymore: "I
arm e1oeny neemg tu uearoy don' t even know where l oesafety. Already, a few thou- long now."
sand people have died in this

"Darryl Collier"
Comedian
9 p.m.--Ranger Station

NOVEMBER 22
PAC DANCE
Suitcase Dance
Win a free trip
to Winter Park!
In the Pub!
See PAC for details!

NOVEMBER 29
TO DECEMBER 1
VAIL TRIP
Only $68.00!
See PAC Members for details!

DECEMBER 3
MOVIE NIGHT
"Fantasia"
See this Disney Classic!
Science Amp.

ONLY

NYU

THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN •••
• Choose from over 1,000 courses.
• Study with a cllstlngulshecl faculty.
• Live In Greenwich Village for as IINle
as $ 100 per six-week session.
A(JJJJ:lJillf~
Make the NYU Summer
part of your yearround plan. Call us
today toll free at

l-800.248-4NYU,

ext. 236,

D Graduate

or send in the coupon.
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Forensics
second in
high-flying
Air Force
weekend

Performing arts club active in learning
by Janet Bartleson
Staff Reporter
Katherine Brown, a member of the Regis Performing
Arts Club, will compete in the
Regional Rocky Mountain Theater Association Regional Festiven tion. Brown was selected
as one of three participants for
her recent performance in
"Fools," and has the opportunity to win a $500 scholarship.
She must perform two prepared
pieces: one contemporary and
one classical.
The Regis Performing Arts

Congratulations again go
out to the Forensics team! This
weekend they finished a spectacular second out of 31 teams
which participated at the Colorado Air Force Acadamy's
Forensics Tournament. Vicky
Bradford, the team's coach, was
proud of the accomplishments
and said that there were too
many great showings to name
just a few . "This is the third
weekend in a row that we' ve
brought back a sweepstakes
trophy, so we' re feeling good!"
The tournament began Club's twelve members wholeamidst masses of falling snow. heartedly support her and the
Eighteen inches fell on the club, whose next meeting is
Acadamy before it was finally scheduled for Monday, Novemclosed, although the Forensics ber 26th in the Theaterat6p.m.
Tournament did proceed as The club invites all those interplanned. The teams were moved ested or involved in the arts to
to a nearby hotel provided, in join them.
part, by the AFA. In attenThe Performing Arts club
dance were Dean Shaver and hopes to provide an artistic
his wife, who battled the snow performance release, friends and
and cold to watch the Forensics fun for those who have found
Team. Also, alumnus Anthony their home in the drama departRogers was there as both a judge ments of the past. The club has
and a sponsor.
been formed as a response to
There is one tournament the phasing out of the Drama
left this season at Colorado State Department here last year, forcUniversity from December 6 to ing the two theater majors to
8. Then, the National Tourna- transfer. When Don Schulte,
ment will be held at the Univer- visiting instructor from Missity of Missouri in St. Louis. souri returned to his post, the
Those who have already quali- administration decided to cut
fied include Claire Russell and the drama and dance departVic Gumbhir.

Yous Aimez La France?
Join the French Club!
by Kate Howard
Staff Reporter

The French club is trying
to re-establish its place at Regis. Just last week, the new
members held an introductory
meeting with faculty sponsor
Dr. Deborah Gaensbauer, professor of French, and elected
officers. Those holding positions are: Sara Worth, president; Cecilio Simon, vice president; Sara Prum, secretary/treasurer; and Monica Lemieux,
publicist.
Currently, they are organizing a constitution and made
their voice heard at the last
G.A. meeting. Lemieux is
working hard to advertise the
club's beginning, so that soon
everyone on campus will be
aware of the club's existence.
Prum, who organized the
group's renewal, is ~oping to
get anyone interested m French
culture involved. Although most
of the club's present members
are French language students,
francophiles are certainly welcome.
. .
Future goals include JOffi-

ing forces with L' Alliance
Francaise, an international
program in Denver with native
French speaking people as
members. "They can help us
speak French more flu en t1 y and
learn the culture, and in return,
we can teach them English,"
Prum said.
Of course, all study and no
play makes Jean a dull fellow!
The French club's first outing
will consist of un repas de francais et des films de francais.
(For those who do not speak
French, that means a French
mealandFrenchfilms. Doesn't
it sound more appealing in
another language?)

the students learn about the
background, what happened,
when, why, the impact and/or
consequences, the message or
interpretation," all surrounding
a piece of work, a point in time
and/or an interaction among
characters.
The club hopes to perform

ments due to low enrollment.
The enrollment of the past
has been low, but a large number of sophomores, new and
incoming students have an increased interest in the performing arts. "Drama," Tim Sperlak explains, "involves a learning process involving literature,
history and sociology because

Oxfam strives to ease hunger problem
by Del Stark
Asst. editor

"By giving up a meal and
feeling the pinch of hunger,
you symbolically participate in
the struggles of the world's poor;
by donating the money yo_u
would have spent on food to
Oxfam America, you provide
concrete support for vital development projects in Africa,
Asia, latin America, and the
Caribbean." -Oxfam America
On November 21 (today)
from 11:00to 12:30, the Center
for Service Leaming and Campus Ministry will be sponsoring a hunger banquet in the
MarriotCafeteriaasasymbolic
reflection of third world hunger.
"Denver has a hunger problem and we would be kidding
ourselves thinking it is only a
third world 'problem .. .it manifests itself in different ways,"
Chris Bollinger, Regis Oxfam
representative, said.
Oxfam America is an organization striving to educate
the people of third world countries while attempting to increase the world's participation in hunger relief. It provides groups in 26 countries
with resources they need to
increase their economic selfreliance and food production.
"Oxfam America fights
hunger by attacking its root
causes. In Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Caribbean,
that means helping poor people
gain access to basic resources
like land, water, seed, tools,
credit, and training" -Oxfam
America
On November 26 Regis will
be participating in the 18th
annual Fast for a World Harvest. "The purpose of this fast
is to increase awareness of a
hunger which embraces our
entire world," said Bollinger.
Regis will be offering a simple
soup lunch in the faculty lounge
during which time students can

·-------------------~
FREE SOAP
I
:
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I

at least one production next
semester, possibly get some
brown bag theater going, and
some readings; but, they are
open for suggestions. For more
information, please contact
Katherine Brown, Pam Chilton, or Bill Mrochek, and attend that meeting on the 26th.

w/each wash

with this coupon

_

:

5115 Federal
Blvd.
K-Mart Plaza
455-9838

that in turn makes him hungrier
and causes him more pain." Medard Gabel, author of HoPing: Food for Everyone.
Individuals interested in
participating in the Fast for a
World Harvest can contact Chris
Bollinger through the Campus
Ministry Office or Sarah Eads,
in the Center for Service Learning Office.
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CARING FAMILY
DENTISTRY
MICHAEL W. THOMAS, DMD

~

"IGNORE YOUR TEETH AND
THEY'LL GO AWAY!"
Evening & Sat. Appointments Available
New patients & Emergencies Welcome
Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Nitrous Oxide and Headphones

I

Regis Square Laundromat 111!
Laundry Drop-Off
One-Day Dry Cleaning
Alterations - Copier

give up eating for a day and
donate the money they would
have spent on food to Oxfam
America. Marriot Food Services will be donating money to
Oxfam America as well. Since
1973, millions of people have
fasted for Oxfam America.
"A hungry child is in pain,
which causes him to cry. A
crying child uses twice as much
calories as a contented baby;

I
I
I
I
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5007 Lowell Blvd.
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Campus OverviewL----------------Focus on Student Government:

President's meetings established
after two-year disappearance

V.P. of General Assembly

by Jennifer Ross

Senior Peggy Gladbach
has been involved with the
Regis Student Government for
the last three years. Her sophomore year she was the secretary of her class, last year she
was the secretary of the Student Executive Board, and now
she is the person who runs
General Assembly.
In addition to being the
parliamentarian at these bimonthly meetings, she also
plans the Honors Ceremony at
the end of the spring and beads
the Organizational Review
Committee that evaluates the

performance of each club and
organization at the end of each
semester.
According to the Regis
Constitution, Gladbacb is responsible for the performance
ofall clubs and organizations
in the General Assembly including theclassandoff-campus representatives. She is
also the person who fulfills
the duties of the president (Matt
Gambs) in his absence and
would succeed the office of
the presidency if necessary.
Gladbach has spent the
semester working on her very
specific goals. First of all
she bas made an effort to see
that the General Assembly
practices the procedures during the meetings. She claims
that there is a specific body of
rules and procedures that other
schools adhere to that Regis

Please see

Gladbach on P. 7

General Assembly Minutes
November 18, 1991
I.

ROLLCALL
APPROVAL OF MINlITES
III. WELCOME TO NEW CLUBS
New clubs recently chartered were welcomed to GA:
Chemistry Club-Cha Tate, French Club-Chris Bohn,
M.E.C.A.-Lisa Shaw, Women's Forum-Patti Quintero,
Nursing and Renaissance.
IV. WHISTLE PROGRAM
V. CLEARANCE UPDATE
VI. ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW
VII. COMMUNITY SERVICE UPDATE
Jenelle Martin, Director of Community Relations spoke
to GA about the situation clubs/orgs have put her in. As
she is the liaison between the community and RU, the
community does not think very highly of RU because of
poor turnout and lack of support that we have shown the
community.
VIII.PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE UPDATE
Matt Gambs announced that he was pleased with the
meeting, and he will hold one more meeting during the Fall
1991 Semester. This meeting will be on December 5 at
noon in the Regis Room, lunch will be provided.
IX. BUDGET HEARINGS
Christine Beyer, speaking on behalf of the Finance
Committee, announced that the budgets will be presented to
GA at the December 2 meeting.
X. DEAN'S LIST RECEPTION PROPOSAL
Dean Shaver asked for feedback on the proposal we
submitted to his office concerning moving the Dean's List
Reception to Parents' Weekend. Peggy Gladbach, VP of
GA motioned for discussion with Julie Strawbridge seconding it. After much discussion, Jenelle Martin motioned for
a hand vote on moving the reception to the Friday afternoon of Parents' Weekend, with Claire Russell, PAC,
seconding it. The chair recognized this vote as a majority,
and the motion was passed.
XI. TELEFUND
XII. DESMET HGB
Dominic Dezzutti, DeSmet HGB and Marguerite
Toledo approached GA to reinstate voting rights for their
VP position. The former VP has resigned and Marguerite
will take the position along with the position of Treasurer
for the remainder of the semester. The chair recognized a
majority vote.
XIII.ADJOURNMENT
Our next meeting will be held on December 2 at 4:30 in
the Science Amp.
II.

Staff Reporter

In efforts to ensure that
clubs' "voices" are beard and
to maintain contact between
them and Student Executive
Board, the President Advisory
Committee bas been revived.
The oldest subcommittee
which has been non-existent in
the last couple years bad its
first meeting last Thursday in
the Regis Room.
"To say it bas been successful in the last couple of
years would be lying," Matt
Gambs, Executive Board president, said. "It has been pretty
much non-existent."
The committee, designed
for club and organization presidents to come together, is directed by the president of students.
The meeting gives the
presidents an opportunity to meet

leaders they have not met before at General Assembly
meetings as well as -to voice
their concerns and ideas. It
also allows the Student Executive Board "to see what leadership can do better for clubs and
organizations ... ," Gambs xplained.
One of the problems that
the committee bad in the past
was trying to bold too many
meetings. After restructuring
the meeting format and keeping the general purpose intact,
it was decided that the committee would meet twice a semester. By doing so an agenda could
be set early on and the following meetings could be used as
update sessions.
However, there are those
who believe that progress could
be made by having more meetings. As Julie Strawbridge, Hall
Governing Board president of

West Hall explained, " ... You
are able to see more of a difference."
The committee has been
expanded this year to include
not only club and organization
presidents but also workships,
nursing, life directions and students from Teikyo.
The first meeting was an
informative session to establish concrete meeting times and
to generate ideas. It is hoped
that at the second meeting one
of the administrators will attend and possibly Father Clark
in one of the spring meetings.
Gambs is very optimistic,
but realizes that it will be as
difficult to maintain as it was in
the past.
"It was really bard and it is
going to be bard this year too,"
Gambs said. "But we have to
push to find more students to be
involved in this."

G.A. seeking inventive changes
in clearance procedure policies
by Nick Jackson

to begin the discussion part of
the process. This first meeting
Editor-in-chief
"Every year people bate was basically a time for debatclearance. This year it's going ing the ideal and feasible ways
to change," vowed Director of in which clearance can be
College Relations ToddLaSala cnangea. Some ot tne proposas he described what promise als brought up include getting
to be far-reaching changes in billing out earlier in the sumthe clearance procedure for next mer, utilizing the new financial
year. On November 4, the aid counselor to contact new
General Assembly approved a freshmen and answer questions,
letter to the Regis Community and developing incentives to
which supported continuing students who mail fees in early.
Another major suggestion
discussion about bow to iminvolved
theimplementing of
prove the clearance procedure
some
sort
of quick clearance
which bas been a source of
for
the
Fall
semester which
frustration for a number of
would
take
place
in late April.
people through the years.
Although
a
number
of people
On November 15, LaSala
would
not
have
finalized
bills
joined representatives from
by
that
time,
LaSala
maintained
Student Life, Admissions, Financial Aid, the Business Of- that a high percentage would
fice, and the Registrar in order still be able to take advantage

of that time, decreasing the·
amount of people who need the
fall clearance.
At the meeting, the participants also drafted a struclure wn1cn wouict separate tne

different functions into four
different sections. These different sections would include
Advising/Registration, Financial Clearance, miscellaneous
services, and different loose
ends.
During the second semester, there will be another meeting scheduled in which the
representatives will iron out the
specific details and come up
with some concrete decisions
and commitments so that hopefully the group will be able to
move on it in time for the fall
semester.

Eight people get ''trashed''
to demonstrate breathalizer
by Kate Skarbek
. Staff Reporter

Yesterday in the Pub from
3:30 to 5:30p.m. students were
able to view the effects of drinking as a panel of eight people
who bad been drinking for most
of the afternoon took breathalizer tests.
The purpose of the panelwas so that students can see
bow dangerous it is to drink
and drive and bow easy it is to
get caught, Bridget Porter, the
worksbip who was organizing
the session, said.
After only two or three beers
most people can be charged
with either driving under the
influence or driving while intoxicated even though most
people do not realize it, Porter
said.

The panel and mocktails
being were co-sponsored by the
Judicial Board and the Resident Assistants.
Each person on the panel
was required to have a friend
serve as a designated driver if

the panel participant lived offcampus. In fact, several departments arecurrently attempting to iron out legal issues to
establish a designated driver
program through Regis.
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War sparks interest in
foreign study programs
by Tom Newton
Staff Reporter

Australia, England. Italy,
Kenya, and Switzerland. What
do all of these countries have in
common? Well,Regis University has study abroad students
in each of these countries, in
addition to one "semester at
sea" student.
Study abroad programs are
undeniably the best way to have
the experience of traveling,
living, and studying with other
cultures around the world.
Unlike many colleges and
universities Regis does not have
its own study abroad program,
where a student studies at the
"Regis Florence Program."
Instead the Experiential Education Department "acts as a
clearinghouse of information,"
Lynne Montrose, director of
Experiential Education, explained. "When a student comes
in and wants to go to Western
Europe, or Spain. We will show
them all of the various programs in Western Europe, or
Spain. Then, we'll tell them
about the GP A and language
requirements."
"It is the student's respon-

Reflection~

sibility for applying to that
program, paying tuition to that
program, and receiving credits
from that program," Montrose
continued. "However, we will
help the student fill out a concurrent enrollment form, ensuring, before they leave, that
the credits that they receive at
the other institution will transfer back to Regis."
The study abroad program
is an "in~edible learning ex perience," Montrose said. It
gives the student the "experience of traveling, exchanging
money, having other roommates,
experiencing other kinds of
transportation systems, and
making new friends from all
over the world," Montrose
explained.
"Since the Gulf War, students are very interested in
having an international perspective of the world we live in,"
Montrose said.
Students sometimes misunderstand study abroad programs to be a free ride on a
"Eurorail pass." When in actuality "study abroad means taking classes ata university overseas," Montrose said.

Conferences open
up study abroad world
by Janet Bartleson
Staff Reporter

"If what a student wants to
do is to travel in Europe for a
summer there are all kinds of
tours and educational programs
where you can just do that,"
Montrose said. A student can
just as easily buy a Eurorail
µ:is.s, backpack, and stay in youth
hostels.
"People's perceptions is that
this is really expensive and it's
really not," Montrose said. "It
is almost equivalent to what
you might pay for a semester at
Regis."
Some overseas study programs will include airfare plus,
with a program called "International Student I.D.," a student can receive special rates
and charters to make it more
affordable.
The study abroad program
is a great way to meet new
friends, learn about their culture as they learn about ours,,
while studying a common subject in school.
For more information contact Lynn Montrose in the
Experiential Education Department at 458-4943.

The Council on International Educational Exchange
(CIEE), a private, non-profit
membership organization with
offices world-wide contributing to international education
and student travel presented the
44th International Conference
on Educational Exchange on
November 6th through 8th at
the Clarion Hotel in Boulder;
with the theme "Diversifying
Destinations for Education
Abroad."
Although the conference
appeared to aimed at Study
Abroad Advisors and Department personnel, there were some
helpful presentations for students as well. On Wednesday,
the Conference opened with
"The Basics of Travel," presented by Jane Johnson, Director of the Wisconsin Union
Travel Center.a t the University
of Wisconsin. Speakers from
all over the world brought their
unique perspectives to this multinational conference, to not only
share their knowledge but form
a bond with other study abroad
representatives.
Following and adjoining
thP.

rroy;o_ r1

NAFSA: Association oflnternational Educators Region II
Conference November 7th
through the 9th at the Holiday
Inn in Boulder. Exhibitors
included the Semester at Sea
program, the American University in Cairo, Regents College, The World Trade Center,
People to People International,
and several other university and
graduate school programs for
study abroad.
One of the most intriguing
workshops was "Intercultural
Implications in Domestic Violence," presented by Daphne
Johnston, Judy Bonifield, Jean
Rosenthal, and Meera Srinivasan
from the University of Kansas.
In the presentation and discussion, the facilitators covered
factors contributing to violence
in international families and the
implications for women. They
covered the cycle of violence,
how it affects those foreign exchange students here in the
United States, and their corresponding cultural values when
making students aware of the
laws here in the U.S.
Overall, both conferences
provided maximum resource
facilities and networking possibilitie.'- fur in•----'-- •
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by Brenda Mondragon

Submissions will be accepted
until 4 p.m. on Friday Fe?~ary
14. Guidelines for sub~issions
The annual literary
ailable in the Dean s Office
W ..
magazine Reflections is a 15- areav
(Loyola 16) and the
nung
year tradition at Regis. In the Program Office (Carroll 128).
past, copies have been ~old at
Students are needed to serve
such places as Denver s Ta~- as editors, business managers
tered Cover Bookstore. This or publicity managers for Reyear they are considering ways flections as well. Interest~d
to distribute the publication ~o students should submit a bnef
an even wider audience, Wnt- letter of application to faculty
ing Program secretary Carol advisor Dr. Eleanor Swanson,
Rossini said.
English professor, at Carroll Hall
Students, faculty and s~f 130. These letters should be
are encouraged to submit ~eir received no later than February
.
poetry nonficuon,
tiicuon,
'
h for 4.
graphic art, or photograp Y

Staff Reporter

Gladbach <cont. from: ~teep in touch with clubs
bas not.
.
to and organizations to see that
Therefore, accordmg
th are focused and directed."
Gladbach, "I've tried to make
ey Gladbach also feels that it
G A a comfortable, but struc- .
t difficult to get involved
She
· ·
t here stu- is no
tured, environm~n w
be in General Assembly.
dents can contnbute and
courages everyone to come
beard." In addition, sh~ bas en the meetings every other
·
mouvate, to
· the
battled to organize,
.. •.•
Monday at 4:30 p.m. m
• ····· .
Science Amphitheater to s~e
what Student Government is
all about.
Toe student body will elect
new vice president of General
~ssembly in elections at the
end of February. Gladbach
concludes that one can organ.
d encourage others, but
ize an
. "Any
they have to want to do it.
that General Assembly
f camp
success
f
s officers and o f bas bad this year is because o
c~esentatives to make them a dedicated members," Gladbach
rep
table organization as a
respec
said.
wbo~inallY' GladbaCh baS tried

NEXT SEMESTER'S ACTION:
Sign-up for:

Men's & Women's Basketball
January 14th---17th
Action begins January 20th

Indoor Soccer
January 20th---24th
Soccer begins January 27th

Walleyball
February 1Oth---14th
Games begin February 17th

Floor Hockey
March 2nd---6th
Action begins. March 16th

Softball
March 16th---20th
Games begin March 23rd

Features.~~~~~~~~~~---------------;--~~-

Regis University work study program undergoes
thirty-percent increase in last three years
by Linda LaChapelle
Staff Reporter

The Work Study Program
is an opportunity for students to
work while going to school.
Mary Sherman, Assistant Director of Financial Aid, says
that although the term "work
study" may imply that students
can study on the job, the program is really designed for students to earn extra spending
money while working around
their class schedule.
Sherman explains that an
institution like Regis University has a certain amount of
money to award in work study
which comes from three sources:
the institution, the Federal Government, and the State Government. The money is allotted to
eligible students in an amount
usually between $1800-2400 per
year. Students are then able to
earn up to their awarded amount
on an hourly basis. Although it
is set up to give students "extra" spending money, Sherman
says that arrangements with the

.
Busmess_ Office ~ be_ made
for a poruon of their earnings to
go toward their student account.
All students can apply for
work-study, whether or not they
are receiving other financial
assistance from the financial

responsibility and show more
initiative and independence on
the job. Toe workship position
is like an internship in which
students must qualify and meet
certain criteria. For both entry

aid office. In order to get a
work study job, the key is to
apply PY the "March 15 priority date", as students who do
are given first preference.
Sherman explains that there is
a great interest from students to
work on campus and currently
Regis has approximately 500
work students. Sherman adds
that over the past tllfee years
she bas seen the program grow
30%. She says that as Regis
grows as an institution, there is
more money allotted from the
state and federal governments.
There are three levels of work
study positions on-campus.
There is the entry level position, student management position, and the workship position. She says that the student
management level is for students who demonstrate more

level and student management
positions, departments send a
job description to Fmancial Aid.
Job openings are then posted
on the job board in Main Hall.
Students with a work-study
award can then apply to the
department of their choice.
Every effort is made to matchstudents with their first job
choice.
Finally, she adds, that work
study is a commitment like any
other job. If, for some reason
the job does not work out for
the student or if there is a conflict, the student can ask to be
placed in a different position.
Anyone interested in the
Work Study Program should
apply to the Financial Aid Office. Applications for the 199293 academic year will be available in mid-December.

And justice for all?
Lawsuit accuses financial aid offices of reverse discrimination
UCI.A Daily Bruin
...
Reprinted with pe:-mission

'r

Seven students have filed
a discrimination lawsuit against
the U.S. Department of Education, claiming the government's
policy of allowing campuses to
set aside money for specific
minority groups is carried out
at the expense of white students.
However, civil liberties
groups have said minority scholarships are necessary to ensure
African-American students are
adequately represented in the
nation's colleges.
But this argument does little
to comfort white students who
believe their fmancial needs are
being overlooked.
"It's a form of racism,"
said Daniel Young, a third year
law student at the University of
California, Los Angeles, and a
plaintiff in a suit against the
DOE. "When awarding fmancial aid, it shouldn't be based
on your race, but based on your
need."
Young said be mistakenly
applied for a grant reserved for
African-Americans, but was
later denied it when the financial aid office discovered he
was white.
He had originally been
awarded a grant, but when university personnel saw he was
not a minority student they
refused to allow him to collect
it, according to the suit filed
against the DOE.
"Oearly, they thought I had

He said the financial aid
office is making him pay for
society's injustices.
"(When you are poor),
whether you're black or white,
you can't go to school," he said.
In the suit, Young and the
other students allege the federal government has failed to
enforce the Civil Rights Act of
1964 by allowing colleges and
universities to earmark money
for minority students only. They
want to use the Civil Rights
Act, which prohibits programs
or awards based solely on race,
to curtail the discrimination
against them.
While they have little to
gain as individuals, Young said
they hope to reverse the U.S.
Department of Education's
policy.
That does not mean that
minority students should not
receive financial aid, but that
the aid should be awarded on
the basis of need, he said.
If African-Americans happen to be the most needy, they
should get the assistance, Young
said.
According tothesuitabout
750 American colleges and
universities set aside money for
historically underrepresented
students.
However, critics of the suit
say any ruling which abolishes
minority scholarships may make
historically underrepresented
students feel financial barriers
insurmountable to continuing
their educations.

Minority
scb.olarship
takable sign" that universities
support those students, said
Helen Hershkoff, assistant legal director of the American
Civil Liberties Union.
"Minority scholarships are
needed to achieve racial equality," she said. If these scholarships were removed, "members
of minority groups may perceive that they are not invited
or welcome to attend such universities."
The Civil Rights Act of
1964 has been repeatedly interpreted by both Congress and
education experts to mean the
law authorizes affirmative action programs, she added.
However, supporters of the
suit maintain that racial equality should not be achieved by
universities discriminating
against whites.
Richard Samp, chief counsel for the Washington Legal
Foundation, which represents
the students, said these allocations violate previous rulings
of the Supreme Court.
Samp cites a University of
California case in which the
court ruled admissions committees cannot use special quotas
to achieve racial equality.
In the case, the court said a
white medical school could not
be denied admission to the
university in order to better
accommodate exact quotas for
historically underrepresented
students.
"I think (the UC case) is
very much on point," Samp said.

Campus Employment: Workstudies Carol Grover and
Jimmy Bates help facilitate operations of the Fitness Center
while earning financial aid monies.

Scholarships offer
students rewards
by Liz Harding
Features editor

There are several types of
financial aid offered by Regis
University that are not based
on financial need. These scholarships are given on basis of
achievement in academics,
athletics, and leadership skills.
The first award the University offers is an activity
award.
The activity awards are given
to traditional undergraduate and
traditional nursing studentswho
have shown substansial involvement in high school. To maintain this award the student must
progress toward a degree at a
satisfactory rate
Regis also offers academic
scholarships to incoming freshman with high schoolastic
achievement. This award is
renewable every year over a
four year period. To keep the
scholarship, the recipant must
maintain a 3.0 GPA
A Natural Science scholarship is offered to undergraduate freshmen and transfer Colorado _residents majoring in
Chemistry, Biology or Mathamatics. These scholarships cover
all tution costs and are renewable for students who maintain
a3.0GPA
The Athletic Department"
at Regis offers athletic grants
t~ in basketball, baseball, tenrus, soccer, volleyball, and golf.

These awrds can be supplemented by other awards if elegibility is determined. Recpiants
of full tution awards, however,
are not elegible for further assistance, with the exception of
merit awards and limited Pell
Grant assistance.
Regis also offers scholarships for a wide variety of special reasons. These special
scholarships can go to ethnic
minorities, graduates from Jesuit high schools, and high school
Student Council Presidents.
One of these special scholarships is offered by the Regis
Forensics team. They offer a
maximum of four scholarships
to incoming freshman each year.
These scholarships cover 1/2
the students tution and may be
renewed each year over a four
year period. To maintain the
scholarship the recipant must
maintain a 3.0 GPA and must
attend all scheudled forensics
events/tournaments.
Regis offers a wide variety
of scholarships that are based
on the accomplishments of the
student rather than the students
financial need. These scholarships and award are offered to
students for achievement in
athletics, academics, and activities.
If anyonne has questions
regarding schoalrships and
awards, the financial aid office
is located in Main Hall, and
phone number is 458-4066.
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Financial
aid
opportunities
abound
on
campus
Liz Harding

by

the university. One such award
is the Regis Grant, given on the funding.
The Financial Aid Office basis offinancial need. In order
However, students who do
at Regis University is one de- to be eligible for this award the not get their forms in do have
partment that many students student is required to maintain options, Audrey Matson, direcknow very little about. The a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
tor offinancial aid, Said. One of
department supplies financial
Regis also offers several these options is submitting an
aid to students in a variety of tyPes of scholarships to stu- appeal to the Financial Aid
ways, including grants, loans, dents for academic or athletic Office.
I.ONG I-IOU~S STIJl:)Y/NG
work study positions and schol- achievement, or other types of
"Many students do use that
~ ~,AN[) COMMITMDJT 'TO LONG-TERM
arships.
special talents. (see related ar- option," Matson Said. "At that
~ALS .. . "T#,,tT.:S- YOUR
ticle)
TI0::£7'
10 ™C AMO.IC.AN
point the Financial Aid AdviOne way Regis provides
bRE'A/,\, 501-J .'
financial assistance is in the
Another way Regis offers sory Group meets and reviews /
form of grants, or gift assis- financial assistance is in the the individual appeal, and identance. Regis offers severa1 types form oi loans, or repayable tifies Whether or not adjustments
of grants including some that assistance. One type of loan can be made that would make
are funded by either the federal Regis offers is a Nursing Stu- the student eligible for more
or state governments, and a few dent loan. According to the assistance."
by Regis University.
brochure, the aggregate amount
Matson went on to say that
of
this
loan
is
$10,000,
and
the
the
Financial
Aid Office takes
One of the federaily funded
recipient
is
given
ten
years
to
several
things
into consideragrants that Regis provides is
tion when making decisions
the Pell Grant. This grant offers repay the loan.
Another loan Regis offers about appeals. One factor they
undergraduate students between
$200 and $2,500 a year. Eligi- is the Perkins Loan. According consider concerning a missed
bility is determined by the Pell to the brochure, the total amount deadline is if there were cirGrant Program, and the funds of this loan per student is $9,000 cumstances beyond the student's
are distributed by the univer- and the recipient is given 1O control which may have presity.
years to repay it. A payment vented him from getting the ap- cial Aid Office has to follow
the guidelines set down by the
One type of Colorado state schedule is provided with the plication in on time. In some
federal
and state governments
award.
cases, the student is able to regrant Regis offers is the Colowhen the office awards grants
he
needs.
ceive
the
funding
The Financial Aid Office
rado Student Incentive Grant
and loans. It also has to follow
(CSIG). According to a bro- also offers assistance through However, in many cases, the
the
institutional policies of Restudent
is
put
on
a
waiting
list.
chure published by the Finan- the work-study program. Fundgis
where
they exist, and where
There are several factors
cial Aid Office, this grant is ing fer this program comes from
no policy exists, the Financial
involved
in
deciding
who
reoffered to Colorado residents three areas, federal and state
Aid Office does have a set of
who are in extre~ ftn..n,-;~1 governments and the univer- ceives the financial aid offered procedures to follow.
neea. ImS"awatlTI~ croc-up-tn:
citu .le,a,.~~--.1-by the universitv . .The. Piru.n_
1£ - - - state and federal funds. Awards type of grant or loan awards,
range from $200 to $2,000 a students must fill out. and subyear, depending on the need of
· t a Family Financial Statethe student.
:~nt and an application to ~e
-=?:-- ~--In addition to federal and Regis financial aid office. ~ail::iii:
state funded grants, Regis also ure to do so could result 10 a
.::
offers some grants funded by student not receiving necessary
Features Editor
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Is the middle class discr1?11n~t~d
against regarding financial aid.
•

•

y Liz H~ding
eatures &luor

As I was research mg
.
the subject of financial aid for
this features section, several
q
uestions came to mind. One
· h re ally stood
question whic
as "Is the middle class
out. wdiscriminated agamst
. rebemdin~ fiinancial aid awards?"
gar
g
.
For several
reasons, I believe
the answer IS
·
. "yes"
Ftrst of all, it seems the
middle class is discriminate~
against because although thetr
arents do not make enough

~oneytosendthem tocollege
without any assistance, they
do make enough that stude~ts
are not eligible for any ass1sd ts
tance.
I think that when stu en
are denied financ1·al aid bef the amount of money
cause o
th' is distheirparents make, ts
crimination. \Vhatabout
students whose paren~ won
· education, ex
orpay for th err
families that have other
penses which need to be cov-

ID;~

-

ered? Should these ~tudents
be denied an educ~~on because of their parents 10come,
when students 10
· o ther classes
are not?
. who is a
told
A friend o~ mine,
student at Regis, recentl:le to
me th a t she. was not aollege
receive assistance for c . d
until she was no 1onger hste
as a dependent of her father.
to conSo she was not. able ntil
this
ti·nue her education u
happened.
. . no way
This probl~m is•; a high
unique to Regis. ~oe it was
school friend of mt? ;te hernecessary to eman~'.~, to be
self from her g::i ~sistance.
eligible for f~. s type of disCas~s o allt around, and
criminaUonare
.
f the problem lies
the heart o
'd d part. the financial at e
. .
schools,
not m
ments of the individual down
. the restrictions set
but10
d state goved to be
by the federal an
Changesne
emmentsd these changes must
. thin the govemmade, an
come from w1
ment.

lions about financial aid, or
would like more infonnation
regarding it, the Financial Aid
Office is located in Main Hall.
The financial aid office
wants to be able to help as
many students who are in financial need as possible. "We
traditionally do not spend less
money than we have." Mat~
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From the Hear

;J

On Campus
Lately

b Nick Jae ks on,

Editor-in-chief

.

Y

tremely great power of mter.
ambiguous but ex
branch wields an other two branches.
wers of
Regis University Gener
pretation over the
S dent Executive Board, the po
.
On Monday, November 4, ·thon\y to revoke one of the very
In the case of the tu
G
al Assembly, and the Judi. d d by a clear maJ
.
(th president, the ener
u s c stitution
are of the each branch e
·te so separated as in the . . on 'bT . '
Assembly dec1 e U ·ted States Constituuon.
foundations of the m ho attended weren't even aw t #9 to cial Board) are not qui.
t environment and respons1 i 1t1es
I'll bet most of you w
' tive vote on Amendmen th t due primarily to the d1ff~renB ard works. However, it is prehistory that was ~a~e by ::::ppened so easily here w~ts i~ within which the Exe~;eext~nt on the original Con'stitution's
Aurora Simental, 1·f the
the student consutuuond. balances which our gove~enftJ~dicial sumably based to ace
be treated as such. For example,
h Club gets its speakers, th
of
checks
an
al
of
arepresentauve
o
odel
and
should
therefore
b' ch come before the Judicial
e
system
Psyc
th stereo?
t ith the approv
m
d ' .pline cases w 1
bl th
will you chip in for e
.
trustonwasupse w
Assembly meetings.
d although most isc1
d .. nsofGeneralAssem y, ere
Nick Jackson, what ~o you Board to vo~e at th~~e~::~d States concepti?n of c::!~ ~e Board do not de~~d on the f:~s:~sues will crop up in which the
Accordmg to
bes is charged with con
b is is still the possibility that ~
ld essentially make a rule and
ant out of life that is big an_d
of
the
br~cancbes.
Therefore,
each
bran\es'
Judicial
Board
represen~~ve
constitutionality, which goes
balances,
each
w
wet.? B Ythe way--what time is power of the other two r
ch of the other two branc
then tum around and JU ge of checks and balances.
it?
almost always trying to gai~ as °:1ue the other two branches are entirely counter to the sy;:mGeneral Assembly, our unique and
authority as is possible. Likew~s 'each other's attempts: Tue
Perhaps in the case~ ~balancesisn'tquiteasimportantas
Jody Meckley: beware of
doing the same and thus thwar:teve more influe~ce m the essential syste~ of cb~~v!tn However, it is always bel?ful ~d
women in copy rooms.
executive branch a:~p~gi~g of their constitutional1t\ A::: it is on the nauonal
cks and balances into cons1derauon
of
laws
and
JU
b
tries
to
usurp
as
muc
.
o
important
to
take
~ese
cbheanges
especially which go counter to
making
"bot
Matt Gambs, yes,
'e time the legislauve branc
b'le intently observmg and
ak' sigmflcantc
'
d
" i· s a term for someone s sai:er of the president as po~sible, : s~ as to develop a court.~at :~~::tu:O! which has lasted for over two-hundre years.
tom
dP _
. d . Check the Wor er
beh m
is as amenable
po:1ble
to eire~~:aw:s._M:e:an:w:b:il:e~,th=e~ju:d=i=ci=al---=:-:-:-===~------------1
influencing
the as
judici;;al:·
a:p:po:i~:tm:·
feet thesaurus.
al

~~u

~

Patti Quintero, will you
hold with tradition and be the
next SRD in West Hall to get
married?

Fallacies of An Undergrad
by Del Stark, Assistant Editor

Heather Flanagan, so who
is your favorite brother?

'

S0, has the Volleyball
1?
Team been sniffing gas late y.
Recent rumors are flyin.g
across the border that CbrlS
Carnell eloped over the weekend with not one but 1WO fresh- ~ ...-...-.o..,-'.'i:rYa;oor j\Jd
ain't!
Scott Kramer, Chris Traut-

mann, Angie Baranko, and Joy
Garczynski, how do you like
the television show Studs?

We welcome any
submissions which you
may have to On Campus
Lately. Please sign your
name and put a phone
number on all submissions. We will not print
any submissions which
are viscious or vulgar.

MAKE $10-15 hr
Doing Insurance
Surveys
Part Time
Must have telephone

·,-.:

.

?

ou in today's society.
What can a dollar buy for y
l al fast food joint would
If it's food you crave, perhaps the oc hopper fried soybean
d 1 xe whopper-c
.
sell you their famous e ~ Bar Restaurants are always passmg
.
.
.
patty sandwich for under a o
.
off some sort of meal deal.
e gas stations provide their
If it's not food you're after, s~~e dispensers. This provides
patrons wi~ ~ccessi~le ~~~~~~~c.•DA1'.=.t~&rhe.m.YGt.:~Yl~·
to sell prophylactics for a quick and easy buck.
A stamp you ask? Well, at the rate that the government seems
to be progressing regarding postal services, it is highly likely that
stamps will sell at a rate higher than a dollar. Can you imagine a
book of stamps going for $20? Someday this might be true, but
for now stamps sell at the low cost of 29 cents. If only they were
28 or 27 cents, even a quarter.
Well, have I got news for you! Foronly 79 cents you can pick
up the latest copy of "TV Guide." Yes, that's right for only 79
cents! No more do you have to worry about food, sexual
travesties, and the value of stamps. Instead of buying food,
contraceptives, and stamps we can all consecrate our endeavors to
reading the "TV Guide."
Yes, that's right folks, my main ambition in life is to read the
latest issue of "TV Guide." What would my life be without such
an informational daily handbook? The "TV Guide" is a couch

immediately! No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home.
Call 1-405-321-3064.

Frankly, I would like the statistics to have better odds than are
currently projected. Drug use is one way of contracting the
A.I.D.S. virus but the spread of it this way has somewhat stabilized. The fastest growing form of contraction is through intercourse.

(no sales required)

Two Card Players
Needed
For competition with
other schoolsNew card game
call: 469-9697

-~

by Kate Skarbek

ADDRESSERS WANTED

777-8000

g' -

The Scheme of Things

Well, as the flurry of media attention on "Magic" Johnson's
testing IDV-positive melts away, I thought I'd discuss Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome--otherwise oh-so-handily known
as A.I.D.S. I'm not, however, going to mention Johnson except
to mention him in passing as my tie-in to this topic.
Johnson's announcement was, without question, tragic. But
no more tragic than each and every one of the A.I.D.S. patients all
across the nation and around the world. Nor was it more tragic
than the case of the one recent A.I.D.S.-related death of a person
associated with this campus that I was able to verify for this
column. Nor is it any more tragic than the future deaths of other
Regis community members who will die from AI.D.S.-related
causes that are bound to eventually happen, according to statistics.

Call Jerry or Susan

's dream - its a secretary' agenda planning organizer, and
potatoes
calendar all rolled into one.
t Nor do I sit at home
I am not, however, a couch pota o.
. "TV Guide."
1 e date of the upcommg
.
anticipating the next re eas b
the time to watch programming
Wbodoesanyway? ~.donoGt av:usLadiesofWrestling." What
orge
?
sueh as "Studs" and The
college student would.
? W ld "0\l 'IN®\~<,,\\ ~1;1~\\ (11,~
OU
J
nQUlU
What .lS th'lS cran>' anyway.
,
probably tum most people s stomachs.
I find it bard to imagine that "TV Guide" is offered as a
subscription magazine. Would people (men I guess) subscribe to
"Sports Illustrated" if it were not for its celebrated swimsuit
issue? Does "Playboy" get bought and read for its in-depth and
controversial articles? These magazines are reaching out to their
audiences through the promotion of female promiscuity.
How does "TV Guide reach its audience? If you pick up the
Nov 23-29 issue of "TV Guide" you'll see some interesting
photos of Madonna, a picture of man taking off his shirt, a listing
of the Playboy Channels programming, and picture ~fa peeled
banana. It seems as though "TV Guide" uses sexual sumulants to
reach its audience as well.
This is just about as bad as letting gas stations distri~ute
condemns to youths for under a dollar. What is our society
coming to?

To prevent this from happening among members of the Regis
community, I'd like to recommend that in those care packages
distributed to residents upon moving into the halls, condoms be
placed. And distributed in both the male and female packages.
Condoms can be found in other care packages distributed to
students at other universities.
Of course, Regis is a Catholic university. So, to appease
Regis' Catholic ties, a note saying something along the lines of:
"The Catholic Church teaches that the use of condoms and other
forms of birth control is unacceptable. Pre-marital sex is also
unacceptable."
These notes could also include medical information about
the fact that abstinence is still the only guaranteed way of not
contracting HIV through intercourse.
Yes, it is almost guaranteed that the condoms and the notes
will offend many. However, better to be offended than d~d, I've
always said.

Please see

Scheme on P.

11
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Scholarships
From the Mouth of Usher

Faculty Forum
by Regis Athletic Director Tom Dedin

by Chris Usher

Athletic scholarships are a major part of all Athletic Department budget in all
NCAA Division I and II andNAIA institutions. Only NCAA III schools do not have
I was standing in the shower thinking about how awesome it
· would be to
an actual athletic scholarships as all financial aid is granted on a need base.
,ossess a power that would enable me to travel backward int tim M
.
However, all schools do not have the same amount of scholarship monies in their
target would be that of television sitcoms. I sense that my mo
e. Y pnmary
.
.
. .
ere presence could
receptive budgets. This amount varies according to their membership division
bossibly change the way we view television history today. Take "Th B
(NCAA I and II) and due to their individual school philosophy.
Bunch" for example.
e rady
The NCAA, of which Regis University is a member, has athletic scholarship
When Greg reached ~is hipster-independence stage, 1 would have liked to
regulations consistent for all of its member schools. In order for a prospective high
11ave been there to help hllll out. Yeah ...he had a "groovy" cr·b · Mik ,
school student-athlete to receive any initial collegiate scholarship dollars, that
,.
d ah th "
,, Ii
i m
e s work
Jen an . ye .. . .e groovy
ghts and door beads added to h.is crunchy
student must meet certain academic criteria. To be considered a qualifier and thus
l!xploratton but fatled to go the whole nine yards. What he really
d d
be eligible for athletic aid, practice and competition during the first year of college,
· h. ·
·
. .
nee e was a
oeer to pressure
1Dl mto
the attitude of the 60's i·n a psych e de1ic
.
. mvesugaung
.
that _stud~nt-athlete must have graduated from high school with the following
tate ofmmd. Foregomg the family getaway might not have been th t t ·bl
qualificauons: 1) a minimum GPA of 2.00 (on a 4.00 scale) and a successfully
_,., all
a em e
11ter .
passed core curriculum of at least 11 academic courses. Included in the core
. Speaking of terrible, I ~ish I ~ad been in Brady land as a manager when they
courses are English (3 years), math, (2 years), social science (2 years) natural or
~ec1ded to become recordmg arusts .. They had talent...baby ... and they threw it
physical science (2 years) and 2 years of academic credit from courses in foreign
away.
language, computer science, philosophy, ornon-doctrinal religion. In addition, the
At the ho~~c moment w~en Peter's voice began to change I would have
student-athlete must have scored an 18 on the ACT test or a 700 on the SAT.
t>romptly adm1mstered exorbitant amounts of estrogen into his system and
Student-athletes entering Regis University as freshmen must not only attain the
billced him into a nose job resembling that of Diana Ross.
NCAA minimum standards, but they also must reach higher scores and GPA' s as
As we all know, Jan was much more talented than Cindy or Marcia. I would
dictated by the university's admissions department. Our I 991 fall freshmen had an
11ave focused on that and urged her to go solo. And as a manager I would have
average ACT score of 22 and an average high school GPA of 2.89. Finally. the
sat down with Cindy and explained that her weak singing and dancing efforts
NCAA has placed limits on the amount of scholarships each sport can have. For
were in no way going to make her immortal. However, the documentation of her
example, there are 12 scholarships allowed in basketball, 10 in baseball, and 8 each
amily' ~ sexual harassmen1:' (Bobby's lov~ letters for example) could reap great
in volleyball and softball.
eward m the future. Hey ... if the Jacksons could do it, the Bradys' could do it.
With the exception of men's basketball, Regis University does not have the
Well...time to go. That is it for this week's shower!
full NCAA allotment in total scholarships for all sports. Our coaches attempt to
closely work with the admission and financial aid departments in an attempt to
build a package for student-athletes that includes work study dollars, Pell grants
and athletic money. Many of our athletes are receiving small athletic scholarships
of $3,000.00 or less. Many receive no athletic money.
In baseball, for example there are forty-four young men in the program. Thirty of
those share the 8 total scholarships baseball has.
Our Regis coaches are seeking to put the best product possible on the athletic
field to represent ourumversity. In the recruiting process, they are not only looking
Writing centers see the sweat, the blush, the shakes.
for the talented athlete who will fit into the chemistry and philosophy of their
We see the data made flesh.
program, but they are also seeking individuals with proper citizenship, leadership,
We are the disenfranchised empowering the totally disenfranchised. We value and academic qualifications. Our past speaks well for us. Our graduation and
people and not institutions.
retention rates are ~xtremely high as i~ the over-all GPA of Regis student athletes.
, ,, These wmments were gathe(ed.,from various sources at the 1991 Rocky During the 1990-912 academic year. Regis athletes had a combined GA of 2.96
Mountain Writing Centers Association Meetings held at Arizona State University with 50% or more of them achieving a 3.00 GA or better. On the athletic field
in Tempe, Arizona.
success was also attained as our teams competed well in the newly formed
Our first experience with language is oral. Remember being read to as a child? Colorado Athletic Conference: volleyball and golf won league championships
Sitting back and listening to the words, taking them in, recreating images from their while volleyball advanced to the NCAA Elite Eight championship and baseball
sounds, recreating meanings as we listened?
reached the NCAA Regional Championship game.
In the Regis University Writing Center we read to students. What we read are
Because of some available scholarship money for athletics, Regis has been
their stories. While the writer listens, a "live body" is hearing their words. Writing able to begin the development of an athletic program that is beginning to bring
consultants listen closely while they read, going beyond the words, looking for the recognition to our institution. Because of some athletic aid, Regis University has
idea Sometimes it's as obvious as a bellowing yell--other times it's as soft as a been able to help a number of student-athletes reach their goal of receiving a
whisper.
quality Jesuit education along with participating in athletic competition.
The Writing Center believes that writing and reading are central to learning,
thinking, and knowing. These beliefs are practiced through the collaboration that
takes place every time a writer walks through our door, paper or assignment in
hand, and asks for help. Sometimes that help comes from brainstorming a topic,
other times it comes from reading a draft aloud and offering suggestions, other
Obtaining financial aid for undergraduate or graduate study is an arduous task,
times it comes from helping with documentation or grammar. Whatever the
but
rewarding
for those who are persistent. Aid can be in the form of a loan,
response from our writing consultants, it is an informed response.
scholarship,
grant
or graduate teaching assistantship (GTA). Of course a scholarStudents become writing consultants after being referred by a faculty member.
or
grant
is
the
most
desirable because they do not have to be repaid. GT A's are
ship
They are then asked to submit a sample of their writing. Personal interviews are
also conducted. Once this screening process is complete, students are instructed also attractive because they carry a monthly salary and often a tuition waiver.
A good first step is to call or write the Financial Aid Office at the school whose
on working in the writing center by attending a series of workshops. These
graduate
programs interest you. Financial Aid Offices can provide information
workshops engage consultants in the current conversations about writing pedaabout
institutional
scholarships, federal programs like Pell Grants and Supplemengogy. Some of our topics include old and emerging paradigms, writing as process,
tal
Educational
Opportunity
Grants, and state programs.
grammar, language and gender, helping students if English is their second
It
is
best
to
obtain
information
on GT A's directly from the graduate program
language, and helping learning disabled students. Observations are also required.
that
you
hope
to
enter.
GT
A''s
are
based
on academic achievement and require a
New consultants bring their papers to the writing center where experienced
work
commitment
up
to
twenty
hours
per
week.
Sometimes GTA-like positions are
consultants show them methods of inquiry and collaboration. This shows new
available
in
non-academic
areas
like
married
student
housing. Therefore, in your
writing consultants ways of asking a series of questions that lead the writer toward
contacts with potential schools seek information about all forms of financial aid.
discovering the needs of their audience.
Lastly, there is a wide variety of scholarships available from public and private
The collaboration that takes place in the writing center helps writers to develop
organizations. These awards are typically based on academic achievement extratheir writing in stages. This process of development is crucial to a writer's growth,
curricular activities and letters of support. Also many require an essay and/or
not only in ability, but also in confidence that his or her ideas do matter. Stude~ts
conduct personal interviews. All scholarships are competitive so applicants should
and writing consultants use their own language to engage in the process of makmg
adopt a strategy of applying to as many award programs as possible.
Researching scholarship opportunities can be the hardest part of the process.
First you have to locate the sources of scholarship information and then wade
Please see
on P. 13
through them looking for opportunities applicable to your situation. Once
prospective scholarships have been identified, guidelines and application forms
must be ordered. If you are fortunate to have plenty of lead-time before deadline
(cont. from P. 10)
dates, don't squander it. Use your time wisely because soliciting letters of recomDespite the Church's teachings, but are instead used as a potential life- mendation can be time consuming, transcripts need to be ordered and essays should
however, students are having inteICOUfSe, saving device. The administration should represent your best work. Conversely, you will also fmd opportunities with
thereby putting themselves in an in- not ignore this to any degree. One week immediate deadlines and you must drop everything in a mad rush to submit an
creasingly high-risk position. There of AI.D.S. awareness last spring is progcomes a · time when condoms are not ress but does not truly begin to cope Please see
on P. 12
used primarily as a form of birth control with the problem let alone solve it.

The Regis University Writing Center: A
Clarification of Purpose
by Carol Hawkins

Forum by Clark Newman,
Assistant Director of Facuity Research

Writing
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Letters to the Editor:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Urban Peak reps deeply touch eight Regis attendees

Please treat us more like customers

?!?!
PRE-REGIS1RATION
Good
grief, we are attending an instituFor some students, the anxiety of
tion
where
theestimatedcostoflivingis
pre-registration for Spring semester is
The room was completely silent
! !! And still, the Business
near
$20,000
over. They got into most of the classes
and no one moved as about eight Regis
Office
wants
to maintain a policy that
they wanted and if they didn't. they still
students listened to a twenty-year old
requires
a
$300
or under balance to
have some time to talk to the professor
woman named Jeannie tell at .,ut her
register,
even
though
they
quite aware
and be added onto the class list. The
experiences on the street. She told her
that
the
Christmas
holiday
is rapidly
comfort of a secured' schedule for spring
story against a backdrop of three murals
approaching.
semester allows those students to rewhich were painted by homeless kids in
Granted, most of us chose to attend
lease the pre-registration pressure and
an effort to portray through symbols
prepare for the chaos of spring clear- a private institution, but when Regis
what their lives were really like. The
~ollege of ~~gis University annually
ance.
murals themselves were moving, and as
Yet. there are still those of us tangled mcreases tmuon, housing, meal plans,
Jeannie explained them, the images on
in the cycle of the never-ending anxiety and fees, what am I to do when my
the canvasses became somehow real,
of pre-registration. We are those who family's income does not? I'm not
somehow closer to home. The first was
still maintain a balance of $300 or more asking for much, not even for the detitled, "A Dysfunctional Family". It
(usually much, much more) and are crease of all the fees listed above. I am
was a collage of tragedies like incest,
therefore not eligible to register, even however, asking that the Regis College
fighting, drugs, and the victimized child
though some of us have made arrange- Business Office exemplifies our logo of
enduring it and in the end, leaving for a
ments to be on a payment plan that will "Men an Women in service of others".
better life on the streets.
If this was truly the logo we followed,
not be completed until December.
The second mural was one of the
then the Business Office would accomEach
semester
the
same
thing
haptemptations found on the streets. A
modate Regis traditional students by
to
make
your
pens,
you
take
all
this
time
distorted pregnant girl surrounded by
schedule, meet with your advisor, go to increasing the balance policy of prehands offering money for prostitution,
the Registrar' s Office, who then sends registration to a reasonable percentage
drugs, and knives, and when you looked
you to the Business Office where you of the cost ofliving expenses and elimiclosely, you could see that the girl was
are
quite bluntly informed that until nate the current policy that acts like a
in a coffin. The third mural depicted a Lauren Yoch
your
balance is under $300, you cannot, barrier and obstacle to Regis Tradiglobe on which a dragon was perched
tional Students. Whatever happened to
may
not.
shall not register.
and human shapes were falling off into Note: The shelter Jeannie was speaking
good
credit and good grades?
What
am
I
supposed
to
do?
I
call
my
space. It was titled, "The Throw-al- for is Urban Peak day shelter. She also
If
the traditional students are truly
parents
frantically
informing
them
that
added that volunteers are always needed
ways" .
looked
upon as ''Customers", then this
I
need
to
registernow
before
my
classes
As Jeannie told her story, she used there for making dinner, putting tostatement
should be circulated throughare
closed.
They
do
what
they
can,
but
foreign terms like "dumpster diving" , gether retreats, and being afriend to the
out
the
Administrative
Offices so that
until
they
send
the
BIG
money
check,
I
and ·'crash pads" . She told of her life on kids that are serviced there. All who are
they
can
be
reminded
of
Customer-Servlose
sleep,
hardly
eat.
forget
my
homethe streets and her efforts for survival interested should contact the Center for
work, hardly study for my test. and I ice Quality.
there, and as she did so, Jeannie painted Service Learning at ex. 3551.
Kendra Mondragon
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ probably won't even get into the classes
I
want
anyway.
The foil owing segments are the ends of two articles run in
I can understand that a maximum Note to the Editor: This statement
Issue #6. The first segment is from an article discussing the
balance policy should be incorporated appeared in one ofthe recent employee
contracting of the Regis bookstore, on page 1. The second
into the pre-registration system, but $300 updates.
Dear Editor:

a picture of horror and sadness for those
in the room. She told of being gang
raped at gun point in Cheeseman Park,
.of digging in dumpsters for food, of
drugs to escape reality, of the murders
of her friends on the streets, and of her
lack of family.
Her message was clear. That these
thingshappen. Everyday. Noone wants
to see the lives she and kids like her
lead, no one wants to know that most of
the kids from the shelter where she now
worlcs, are kids from mostly white middle
class families. Jeannie stressed that the
diseases, drugs, violence and pain are
with kids not unlike ourselves everyday. And until we, as a country, can see
the truth, nothing will be solved.
Another important point Jeannie
made was that college students are among
the most active voices in the nation
when it comes to social issues like these.
We can change things, every little thing
counts and we can' t give up until there
are no more kids on the streets.

are

segment is from an opinion piece by Susan Kaiser discussing
political correctness, on page 11.

Bookstore (cont. from Issue 6, P. 1)
To implement and advertise for all
of these new changes, the bookstore
will need marketing and promotions, to
further involve the campus. In addition,
in order to implement all of these changes
in availability of books, equipment. staff,
and appearance, according to Jim Schoemer, Regis would have to invest at
least 1 l/2 million dollars. If, on the
other hand, Regis contracts out the
bookstore services, the investment is
minimal, if any, and the return is a
percentage of the contractor's gross sales.
Regis can therefore release some of the
responsibility, allowing a contractor to
make the initial investment, while still
having control of or influence over the
changes.
Schoemer has discussed the focus
group's fmdings, Regis' needs and wants,
with two contracting companies: Barnes & Noble and Follett College Stores,
who will in tum offer proposals by mid
November, outlining goods and services to be exchanged, including the
percentage of gross sales to Regis. The
proposals are intended to fulfill the needs
of Regis' students, faculty and staff;
however, they are not targeted for just
the Lowell Blvd. campus, but all of the
satellite campuses as well, incorporating the entire system. Should one of the
proposals be accepted, bookstore operations and services will be evaluated
every 3-5 years, giving Regis the option
to go with another contractor, or buy
them out themselves. The reevaluation,
Schoemer explains, may give the con-

tractors more incentive to better serve
the students' needs and wants, becoming more customer service focused.
Contracting out the bookstore is
just one of two options being explored.
It is a possibility that the Administration may decide to continue private
ownership of the bookstore but several
factors need to be taken into consideration. They need to consider if it is wise
financially, whether the changes can be
implemented more rapidly with an outside contractor, how the scheduling of
the staff will be handled, and to continue re-evaluating whether or not the
bookstore is meeting the needs of the
Regis population. Although the focus
group seems to be leaning toward the
contracting out of the bookstore because of the minimal investment. immediacy in the implementation of the
administrative and physical changes,
Schoemer made it clear that the bookstore staff will definitely be offered the
option to continue working under the
new contractor. The bookstore staff
members "are working very hard," he
says, and "it is a minimum requirement
that all employees there have the option
to stay."
Schoemer says that we need to move
from "operating in the '50's mode" and
develop "support systems to do it right,
to develop pride in a store and the services it has to offer. We need a first class
operation, something we can be proud
of and feel good about."

Kaiser
(cont. from Issue 6, P. 11)
My plan is to first edit the word
"RACE" out of the dictionary. What
does race mean? FromRandomHouse
Dictionary, race is a group related by
common descent, blood or heredity; or
a subdivision of the human species; or
my all-time favorite, an ethnic stock. -What? When I think of the development of the word "race", I am inclined
to think of it as a verb, a competitive
contest. Sometimes I wonder if we are
not in a race between the different ethnic groups--which ever group becomes
the most predominate wins.
The only race we should be concerned with is the human race.
The next step is the dissolution of
the terms that refer to skin color rather
than the person. It would no longer be
a matter of being black or white, but just
being American. This would involve
the removal of those surveys in front of
the admission and testing booklets (even
through it is required). Quotas would be
limited because people will review a
prospect for a job by their qualifications
and education. This may seem unfair
for the low class minorities, but in my
ideal world, the United States would
restructure the education system so that
everyone has the same opportunity to be
educated and anyone can succeed.

AcademiC(cont.fromP.11)
application.
The Office ofFaculty.and Student
Research (OFSR), Loyola #14 is one
(though limited) source of scholarship
information on campus. The OFSR has
information on national awards like the
Rhodes, Goldwater, Truman, Fulbright.
Marshall, Mellon and Rotary Programs.
Also the OFSR has available a list of
"student aid" publications found in the
CARL System. Local libraries are the
best sources for this kind of information
and Regis students should take advantage of CARL themselves to research
for scholarship opportunities.
You should start thinking about
scholarships and fellowships early in
your college careers. Then you can make
some choices about how to structure
your undergraduate career so that you
will receive a first-rate education while
preparing yourself as a candidate for a
scholarship award. Here are some suggestions:
1) Seek out professors who are
actively interested in students
and/or reputed to be excellent teachers.
2) Investigate the honors program.
3) Take an independent study course
with a faculty member in your field.
4) Seek out small group seminars
and discussion classes.
5) Make sure that your skills in
communication
written and oral
are being developed.
6) Go to lectures by outside speakers and attend the colloquia ·in your
department.
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Education officials crack
dow!l, on loan defaults
by Janet Se1berg

CPS Washington Correspondent

Washington (CPS) - Thousands
of students who planned to attend classes this fall discovered
that they are ineligible for federally guaranteed loans because
of their schools' high default
rate.
The students are the unintended victims of a new Department of Education policy
aimed at reducing loan defaults
that will cost taxpayers $3 billion this year. The rule bars
schools with high loan default
rates from the Stafford, Supplemental Loans for Students
and PLUS loans programs.
"These actions are another
step in the department's ongoing plan to restore integrity
and public confidence in the
student financial aid programs"
said Michael J. Farrell, acting
assistant secretary for postsecondary education.
Toe policy--which became
law as part of the 1990 budget
deficit reduction agreement-affects students at 225 institutions most of which are forprofit trade schools.
Some of these for-profit
trade schools have been accused
of bilking the government out
of millions of dollars bv arranging student loans for lowincome students attending their
institutions According to federal officials, these students
leave the schools without a
usable education. Then they
default on the payments because they can't earn enough to
repay the loans.
The Department of Education began proceedings July 17
to bar the 225 schools from the
loan programs. More than
542,000 failed to make payments on their loans in fiscal
1989.
Institutions with default
rates above 35 percent in 1987,
1988, and 1989 and those with
1989 default rates above 60
percent will be expelled from

Forum
(cont. from P. 1)
ier for students to get change
for laundry and other necessities. Change machines would
allow students to get change at
any time, rather than only after
3 p.m. when there is someone
on duty at the desk. In addition, ·
the change machine would alleviate the problem of running
out of quarters at the duty desk.
The plan is to hold the student forum weekly on a rotating basis in the residence hall
lounges. All students, faculty,
and staff are welcome to attend.

;..+><·< , .,,, , '.x , , , ·• .

':Bad student loans '
,

the Guaranteed Student Loan
program, the biggest financier
of higher education in the nation, unless they can show that
the calculated default rate is
inaccurate, that the school successfully serves disadvantaged
students or that the default rate
had dropped substantially in
1988 and 1989.
Schools with rates above
60 percent in 1989 also may be
excluded from other financial
aid programs, including Pell
grants. 1be expuJsions Wlli occur
within the next several months.
Most non-profit colleges
have default rates below 5 percent.
A national student lobbying group says it fears President Bush will try to expand the
total expulsion from federal aid
programs to students at all high
default schools.
Selena Dong, legislative
director of the United States

Hunger (cont. from P.
time of winter, there are several options that can be considered both on campus and off.
Ideas that have been proposed for on-campus projects
are; starting a food salvage
program with Marriot for the
shelters downtown, carpools for
people who would like to get
involved with volunteer work
off campus, a read-a-thon
coming up in January, an~ a
sandwich line in February which
is also for the homeless. . .
Off-campus opportumues
are diverse especially during
the winter months when extra
volunteers are badly needed.
Shelters such as the House of
Neighborly Service, the Denver Rescue Mission, Safe H~se,
Urban Peak, and Saman~
House are flooded with families seeking shelter as the ~Id
weather progresses. Working
with children in a day~are capac1·ty, helping in the kitchens,
x
and some office work ai:e e. amples of volunteer duues m

Student Association, said USSA
opposes the current policy and
plans to fight any Bush administration plan to expand it to
other aid programs.
"We agree that something
has to be done about the schools
thatarefraudulent,"Dongsaid.
"But it doesn't make any sense
to punish current students for
the default rates of past students."
Dong said that the Bush
administration has forgotten the
90 percent of students who repay
their loans.
"It is true that students are
being unfairly punished for
something they have no control
over," said Charles B. Saunders, senior vice-president for
government affairs at the
American Council on Education.
Saunders said the council
has always argued for a more
flexible expulsion system' that
can target mismanaged schools.
"We have lost that battle
and the department is using a
simple test of default rates," he
said.
Farrell has said that the
expulsions, combined with
greater monitoring and oversightactivities, are the best way
to reign in the default problem.

Recession breeds
anxiety for seniors
by Stephanie Roller
Staff Reporter

ing careers several times during their lifetime.
Kelly Mcinerney is graduating in May with a degree in
broadcast journalism. Her first
choice is to stay in Colorado,
but she realizes that she will
need to go where the jobs are.
Mcinerney stated, "I think that
because of the recession, you
can't be as particular in choosing the benefits and location of
the job. You have to go where
the jobs are located, like Chattanooga, Tenn. for instance."
For Patty Schlesinger, who
is graduating in December, the
job possibilities are limited in
the United States. Schlesinger
stated, "I am going to Europe
and work for awhile because I
would like to get into museum
work and there is really nothing here right now . When I
come back from Europe, I will
probably go to graduate school."
Some seniors know they are
going to graduate school. Naomi
Matsushima will graduate in
May with a double major in
psychology and math and is
planning to go to graduate
school. 1'1 hope to go to the
University of Colorado in
Boulder to receive my master's
degree," said Matsushima.
There are some students
rhough that will graduate with
a job waiting for them. Dat
Nguyen, is graduating with a
degree in chemistry, math,
psychology, and education and
is guaranteed a job in secondary education with the Jefferson County School District.
Nguyen said, "I am content right
now and I feel more secure
knowing that I have a job waiting for me. I am happy that I
was both prepared and lucky to
be in the position I am now,
especially knowing that many
of my friends are struggling to
find a job and decide what they
want to do."
With some preparation on
the part of seniors and an improving economy, the job market will hopefully provide
opportunities for graduates
seeking to start their careers.

The newspaper and television headlines have recently
painted a rather discouraging
picture of the economy and its
ability to recover and bring the
current recession to an end.
During a time of uncertainty about the possibilities of
capping the interest rates on
credit cards and extending
unemployment benefits to those
people who are out of work and
approaching the deadline for
their benefits to end, the stock
market crashes 120 points and
leaves people wondering what
the future holds.
Will the economy recover
to provide the thousands of
people who are or will be looking for work a chance at a career in the field of their choice
or will they find themselves in
jobs that they had not anticipated?
The struggling economy
affects all of us but especially
seniors who are preparing their
resumes and interviewing for
jobs. Questions running through
students' minds are, "Do I need
to go to graduate school and
receive my master's degree?,"
or "Should I look for a job and
Bue Dong sal<l lllt uti'duk
get some job experience bet'ore
problem wouldn't exist if the going back to school?"
department gave more grants
In talking to seniors who are
to low income students instead graduating in December or May,
of requiring them to borrow the responses on their plans for
money.
after graduation varied.
"The federal government
Nancy McCarthy, a Decemshould just accept that they have ber graduate, plans to go home
a certain level of default when to Chicago, Ill. and look for a
they take a risk, but it's worth job. McCarthy stated, "Yes I
the risk to put a low-income am worried about the recesstudent through school," Dong sion, but there are jobs out there.
said.
The jobs are just a little harder
to find."
Chris Kelly, in looking at
his
job
search and how the re2)
cession affects the process,
these places. The community stated, "I am planning to get a
service office on campus also job, but the process is nerve
sponsors a volunteer cle~in~- wracking."
house which can place an md1Seniors know they must
vidual in a situation that will be graduate with a broad base of
comfortable for that person and knowledge in their field behelp to figure out transporta- cause of the likelihood of switchtion if necessary. For those
interested, the extention to the
office is 3550. With the holidays coming up, people still in
(cont. from P. 11)
town might consider the rewards
of volunteer work and the ne- meaning. In a writing center, writers at many stages of growth_ are
cessity of it.
empowered to develop ways to read the writings of muluple
Participation in Hunger and disciplines that may at first seem foreign to them . They are able
Homelessness Week is a good to exercise their right to be heard.
way to remember that most
While we are anxious to listen, please don't come to the
people are not as fortunate, ~d writing center in search of immediate gratification. We w~rk
that we should and can assist very hard to help writers--all writers! We ar~ not a rem~~1al
them as winter comes up.
center. But sometimes the expectations are too h1g~. The wnung
Today a Hunger Banquet center is not equipped with editors or ghost wnters .. We are
is being held in the Cafeteria knowledgeable readers dedicated to creating better wnters--~ot
from 10:50 a.m. to 12:05 p.m. better papers. Furthermore, we are not evaluat?rs. Evaluau~n
It will allow students to experi- subverts the collaborative process. We are wnters engaged m
ence first-hand the world's actual language.
·
·
food distribution by receiving
Stop by Carroll Hall 328 and you will hear ~~lap1e vo1~esmeals from various lower eco- -a community created out of diversity. The wnung center 1s a
nomic levels.
place where language often begins, where students are our teachers, and their writing our valued texts.

Writing
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Regis men's basketball aims high for 1991-92 campaign
by Trey Fitz-Gerald
Sports Edit(!r

The Regis men' s basketball team, despite an influx of
six new players on the 10-man
roster, seeks to improve on their
16-13 mark of last year and
expects to challenge for the
Colorado Athletic Conference
title.
The Rangers return only
one starter, 6' 4" senior forward
Robert Kinnard, wbowill obviously be expected to fill the
scoring, rebounding and leadership voids created by graduation.
"Last year was a learning
experience for Robert," said
Head Coach Lonnie Porter. "He
came on strong at the end of
last season. He' ll have to carry
a bigger load than last year."
Also returning from last season' s Ranger squad are 6'6"
center Jayson Arosteguy and
6'2" guard Joe Quadbamer, both
juniors, and 6' 1" senior guard
Kevin Lofton.
"Each of these players have
been with the program and know
what to expect," stated Coach
Porter, who enters the 1991-92
campaign with a 224-168 rec-

Sports Reporter

. The 1991-92 Women's
Basketball team is intrigued by
its matured and current basketball talent that has new insights
for the upcoming season.
The women' s team, which
bas been led for two years by
Head Coach Linda Rauning,
bas all new recruits except for
three returning Rangers.
The returnees from last
season are junior Corinne Deters, a 6'0" center who was an
Honorable Mention All CAC
selection and led the Women
Rangers in rebounding last
season. Also returning are two
sophomores Jalene Daily and
Suzie Allen. Daily, a 5'6" guard,
was another Honorable Mention All-CAC selection who lead
the team with 87 assists last
year. Allen, a 5'9" forward
playedinall28gameslastyear.
Among the new recruits are
three junior college transfers
students that will add experience to the blooming Rangers.
Julie Eymann a 6'0" center,
who was an All-Region IX selection at Western Nebraska
Junior College, is to have a
strong inside scoring potential
and rebounding for the Rangers. AnitaFoskubla5 '9" guard/
forward, was leading scorer and
conference MVP at Wabash
Valley (Mt. Carmel.Illinois) last
year. Foskubl is expected to
provide the team with a strong
scoring ability.

crd in bis previous fourteen years
at the helm of the Regis basketball program. Coach Porter,
along with Assistant Coaches
Doug Farley, Simon O'Hanlon,
and Darron Greer, seeks to utilize the team's quickness by
emphasizing a full-court, manto-man pressure defense, which

Mike Grose in this season's
media guide. "This year the
conference will be very tough.
The favorites will be Southern
Colorado and Denver University. Metro State will be tough,
as will Colorado Christian.
Newcomer Fort Lewis will also
be tough, simply because they

sake of the team unit," said
captain Robert Kinnard.
F.acb man will have to make
an immediate impact on the
Ranger squad. 5' 10" junior point
guard Gary Walker will lead
the team, as Coach Porter
emphasized his "court presence
and leadership qualities" while

Coach LIJnnie Porter; Seniors Robert Kinnard and Kevin LIJfton; and Juniors JaysonArosteguy
and Joe Quadhamer.
File photos
in turn will create an up-tempo love the fast-break game. UCColorado Springs should be
offense.
"How we fit in to the CAC better because they have a new
standings will be determined coach and a few new players."
Regis, however, has sevby us not losing at borne and
getting some splits on the road. eral new players, all of whom
Court is still out on us, simply "were probably the top player
because we have so many new on their junior college team,
players," told Coach Porter to and need to sacrifice some of
Sports Information Director their ego and ability for the

Also joining the squad is McAuley High School, a team
Loni Hall, a 5'8" guard from that won the Illinois state chamVentura (California) Junior pionship last year. Also joining
College, has a superb quick- the Rangers are Sarah Harrison
ness and jumping ability and is from Montezuma-Cortez (Coloexpected to add strong leader- rado) High School and Shelly
ship to the Rangers this year. Dinges from Trinity High School
Coach Rauning expects to of Hutchinson, Kansas.
Coach Rauning has a posibenefit greatly from this addition of junior college tive outlook on their upcoming
players,"not only because of season. "I expect that we will
their previous college experi- be more competitive because
ence but because all three play- we have a lot of basketball talers started and played in very ent this year." Rauning also
adds, " We have tremendous
successful programs."
To add to this year's re- offensive talent and defensively
cruits are seven freshman who were getting stronger and
have pfuticipated on very suc- stronger ...we'll be much more
cessful teams. Ali Betcher, a exciting to watch."
Coach Rauning is assisted
5'8" guard, Darcy Sheeler, a
5' 11" forward, Alisha Strozk, a by three other coaches. Laura
5'6" forward, and Maria Fisher, wbobasassistedfortwo
Vazquez, a 5'9" forward, all years, supervises conditioning,
were members of the Boulder
High School's 1990-91 Colo- Please see
rado 6A state championship
team. Another freshman recruit
is Sarah Benner, from Mother on P. 15

Women's hoops

calling him "a natural leader
who demands respect." Also
integral to the team is 6'8" junior
center Jeff Stewart, who averaged 14 points and 11 boards
last year at Northeastern Junior
College in Sterling, Colorado.
The "California Connection" comes to Regis from San
Joaquin Delta College in the

formof6 ' 1"juniorguardDavid
Horton, a three-point threat, and
6'6" junior forward Tommy
Crawford. Crawford teams with
6'6" junior forward Bruce
Thomas, out of Casper (Ylyoming) College to give the Rangers quickness at the forward
spot. Also rejoining the team is
6' 1" senior guard Ronnie
Russell, who played for Regis
in 1989-90 and missed last
season with a knee injury.
"I am excited about this
year," said Coach Porter. "But
I am every year... I [always)go
into each year refreshed and
ready to go."
The Ranger players regard
Coach Porter as "an excellent
motivator," "a very exciting
coach," and one who has "a
contagious attitude."
The season begins on
November 27 with a road test
against Division I Air Force,
followed up by the borne opener
two days later against East
Central University, ranked 10th
in the NAIA poll. The tough
pre-CAC schedule continues as
. the Rangers play Howard Payne,
a team that won over 20 games
last year, at borne in mid-December.

I understand that AIDS is an extremely mysterious and
unpredictable disease, and that it might be very easy to say "How
should I know?" to several of these questions. Pleas~ dQ your best
to state what you think the probable or possible situation is. This
poll is solely meant to measure the opinions of Regis students,
faculty, and staff. Please return results to the Highlander Sports
Desk, Second floor, Student Center. Thank you .
As a result of Magic's tragedy, are you more inclined to practice
safe sex?
YES
NO

D

D

•

Do you think that Magic bas ever engaged in homosexual activNO
ity?
YES

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Has Magic's plight made you more aware of heterosexual expoNO
sure to the HIV virus?
YES

Do you think Magic will live long enough to benefit from a cure
for AIDS?
YES
NO

Do you think Magic will play in the Olympics?
YES
NO

Do you think that the HIV virus is prevalent in a great number of
professional athletes?
YES
NO

What percentage?
50% or more 25-50% 10-25% less than 10%

photo by Corey Flanagan

The women's basketball team practicing with fortitude during
an intrasquad scrimmage.

D

DD

D

D

DD

D

What percentage of the general population in the U.S. do you
think is HIV positive?
50% or more 25-50% 10-25% less than 10%
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Accolades abound as Rangerv-ball prepares for playoffs
by Trey Fitz-Gerald

'§ports Editor
The Regis women's
volleyball team closed out its
regular season by receiving
several Colorado Athletic
Conference honors and awards
which were announced while
the team was in California last
weekend.
Head Cooch Frank Lavrisha
guided the Rangers to an undefeated conference record at 130, and deservedly achieved the
CAC Coach of the Year Award.
Lavrisha's career totals at Regis
now stand at 173 wins opposed
to 66 losses, including a 72-7
conference made. The enormous
success attained in Regis' six

seasons with Lavrisha has made
the Rangers one of the most
simultaneously feared and respected programs in Division
II volleyball.
Senior setter Irene Arguelles, paced by both the
Ranger's success and her personal conference and national
record-breaking season, won the
CAC Playerof the Year Award.
Arguelles also was selected to
the All-Conference team, as
were teammates Lannie Stevenson, Anna Suarez, and Linda
Kasel. Regis' domination of
the CAC was evident, as the
player and coach selections
reflect.
The Rangers spirits certainly were boosted by the

positive news upon their return
from a three-match road trip in
California. The ladies went 12 in their final tune-ups before
NCAA Division II Regionals.
They defeated the University
of California at Riverside last
Friday, losing to both Cal-Poly
Pomona and Cal-State Bakersfield the next two days. In
both losses, which dropped Regis
three spots to Sixth place in the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association poll, the Rangers
won the first game before dropping three straight games.
The homecoming trip for
Arguelles, Suarez, and freshman Kathy Craig, included
several factors that placed the
Rangers at a disadvantage.

Coach Lavrisba stated that "the
team was flat and not very
competitive. We were coming
off an incredible high after our
excellent play at the Air Force
Premier Tourney, and then we
had some dead time before the
trip."
This unexpected performance was also due to not only
traveling to three cities in the
same amount of days, but
because the Pomona and Bakersfield matches were the last
home performances for those
teams, and "they were up and
excited," said Lavrisha. "They
were saying goodbye to their
seniors."
However, Lavrisha viewed
this as a solely temporary set-

back, if not a learning experience. "We are still in a great
position. Our momentum is
still strong going into the playoffs. These good California
teams reminded us of the playoff level of play we need for
Regionals."
Those Regional pairings
will be announced this Sunday.
There will be eight sites hosting twenty teams, as four will
have three teams (with the top
seed receiving a first-round bye)
and the other four hosting two
teams. One win in the November 29 or 30 match is all a team
needs to go to Nationals, also
known as the "Elite Eight,"
which will be held on December 6,7, and 8.

Women's hoops confident; excited
(cont. from P. 14)

Photo by Corey Flanagan

The men's basketball team hard at work under the coach's
supervision.

Ranger meri captureCAC soccer title
by Jack Patterson
Sports Repor1er

Both the men's and women's

soccer teams have demonstrated
a great resurgence in the quality of play this year.
The men's season culminated with a 3-0 defeat over
Denver University in the CAC
Championship almost two
weeksago. Theshutout helped
Ranger goalkeeper Kenny Bethea toward a First-team AllConference selection.
Bethea was joined on the

CAC All-Star team by freshman Nick Florek, who scored
in the Championship match.
Meanwhile, the women's
program continues to rise, despite a 1-0 loss to Metro State
in the first round of their CAC
tournament. The young team
returns all eleven starters next
year, and expectations will be
high. However, Head Coach
Dave Dir will not join them.
Dir was named to the same
position on the Colorado Foxes,
a professional team.

Lords of Discipline win
IM football championship
of Discipline. The key play that
won the championship w~ a
touchdown pass from. Jllll
McCormick to Gabe Garcia late
Last Thursday the Lords in the second half. Hammer
Strength marched down the field,
of Discipline and Hammerand came within fifteen yards
Strength faced off for the Regis
of scoring, but was unsuccessIntramural Football Championship in one of the strangest games ful.
Mike Jalen, a Lord, said,
ever. Each team exhibited very
"For
the first time in three years,
different characteristics; Hamwe beat Hammer Strength. We
mer Strength exercised a disdid it because we were ready
tinct size advantage while the
both mentally and physically
Lords of Discipline were fleeterready." E.J. Feulner, of Hamof-foot.
mer Strength, stated that "alThe championship match
though both teams were equally
was the third meeting of the
matched,
there bad to be a
season for the teams, and all
winner.. .! wish we bad been
three exciting, closely contested
games were won by the Lords able to three-peat."

by Dan Golightly
"Sports Reporter

strength training and practice.
Vic Doperalski, who was a bead
coach for high school for 15
years, now supervises scouting
and also assists with floor practice. This is bis first year at
college level basketball. Also
assisting the women's basketball team is Shelly Sakala, who
is a fifth year Regis student
who also played for the women
Rangers and lead the team in

scoring last year. Sakala supervises the film exchange, and
the two managers, Lynette
Bergenty and Rita Heaston who
help the team in numerous ways.
Commenting on the young
team is captain Corinne Deters,
who says she is really excited
because all the new players are
motivated. There's a lot of talent and the team really clicks.

"We're going to be inexperienced but we will accomplish a
lot with our talent.
Of her squad in general
Rauning says, "the players are
very enthusiastic. They love to
play basketball and they like
each other. I sense we will have
a good team chemistry this
season. All of these young ladies are such a pleasure to be
around."

-
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How to take up skiing without
losing your money and dignity
by Susan Kaiser

painful enough, and you do not
want to deal with the crowds of
It's that time of year again!! people coming down from the
Ski Season!! Time to wax up other slopes. Nothing is worse
the faithful skis. Time to get than having a group of hot-shot
out the slick ski outfit and clmnsy five-year-old kids blast pass you
boots. Time to get on I-70 and while you are feeling uncomhead to the ski hot spot of choice, fortable just snow-blowing.
because that fresh powder is
Since you are only going
calling.
only see the bunny slopes, just
For approximately half the choose one of the lesser known
Regis student body, the end of ski resorts, like Ski Cooper,
October or beginning of No- Altere, Loveland, Berthoud Pass
vember is the start of ski sea- and Silver Creek. These near
son.
Denver locations (no over-night
But not everyone feels this stay) are cheaper and less
way. Yes, even at Regis, the crowded than most, and because
college that prides itself on being their grooming is not like the
close to the heart of the ski mainstream, you will become a
industry, there are students who better skier. The only wellhave never, or rarely ever, skied. known resort that I would recHow does one learn the ropes ommend is Winter Park, beabout skiing? Where is the best cause they are offering Gallopplacetorentskis? Whatarethe ing Goose at Mary Jane for $3,
most imperative things to get which just lets you use the green
before taking up the sport of (easiest) slopes.
skiing?
Ski Lessons
This article is for all the
This is the best piece of adinexperienced skiers to help
vice I can gi ve--don' t, I repeat,
make sure that those first few
DO NOT have a friend teach
episodes on the slopes are not
you how to ski. That hour and
nightmares. This article was
a half while you get down the
written by someone who started
first run will be the worse expeher college career feeling only
rience of both of your lives.
idiots would go down mounTrust me!
tainsides with on the contrapBut do have lessons-- you
tions known as skis. I still may
can not just learn how to ski.
not be a die-hard skier (I don't
Attempting it can be dangerarrange my classes to get in
ous. Maybe it is just me, but a
skiing), but I do love the sport
lesson is just a lesson, and evof skiing.
ery resort has some expert on
The Essentials
hand, so choose one of the reWhat is needed for skiing sorts I mentioned before (for
for the first few times are: warm the reasons I mentioned before)
clothes and yourself. It is not and you will be know how to
important to look good on the stop in no time. I am speaking
slopes while you are still naive. from experience here because I
Just go in some old sweats and learned how to ski to Eudora
unmatched gloves and hat set. through a class that Regis used
But you wiU want something to offer, and I learned all the
more than knitted mittens--this basics that you could learn at
is not sledding.
any ski resort. If Regis ever
There are two reasons for offers that class again--take it!!
dressing this way: first, a sales- It was much easier that way and
person will sell anything to you my parents were happy to know
if you don't know what is best- that I was not going to break
-ask your ski expert friends my neck.
before buying anything, and Getting there
second, your carefree dress will
If you don't have a car, there
serve as a student driver sign on are buses going to the Summit
the slopes.
through Gart Bros. at Lakeside
Entertainment Editor

Equipment Rentals

Now that you are dressed, you
need skis. Rent all your equipment in Denver--it is so much
cheaper. This way, you can
shop around and get the best
price. Gart Bros. has some
good prices. It is important to
rent until you feel comfortable,
because this way you can try
out a lot of brands, and find one
you like.

Choosing a resort
I know when you think skiing-you think of the top line, trendy
ski resorts. Not for your first
time! That first run can be

Mall. There is also a train to
Winter Park and many airport
services to most resorts. Our
own Program Activities Committee (PAC) is offering a bulletin board for people to provide or ask for rides to area ski
resorts.
This should help those who
have not yet taken up the adventure of skiing. Just remember, have fun out there--you
will get the hang of it. And if
the experience teaches you
anything, allow it to teach you
the ability to laugh at yourself.
Happy trails to you! !
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Winter Park Resort Photo by Carl Scofield

For Beginner Skiers: The only well-known resort that I would recommend is
Winter Park, because they are offering Galloping Goose at Mary Jane for $3, which
just lets you use the green ( easiest) slopes.

